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Abstract

A three-point method for estimating wave reflection is proposed to account for monochromatic oblique incident waves propagating over a
sloping beach. The amplitudes of reflected wave and incident wave are separated using wave amplitudes measured at three fixed wave gauges with
a distance. The applicability of the theory is verified by comparing the simulated results with the available theoretical, numerical and experimental
results for the estimation of wave reflection. The sensitivity is also tested to provide a more accurate prediction of the reflection coefficient.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that reflected waves become one of the
important factors affecting the hydrodynamics and the sediment
dynamics in front of the reflector. Therefore, a understanding of
the nature of wave reflection by marine structures or their
armored boundaries is required before their construction. Most
of the marine or coastal structures are often constructed on a
sloping bed or arbitrary bathymetry with complicated current
field. Wave reflection consists of the interactions between
waves, structures, currents and sloping beds. Under this
situation, the effects of the bathymetry and currents need to
be taken into account in the analysis if wave reflection
distributed across a sloping bottom. It is difficult to consider
all of these aspects by using a single method to resolve the
incident and reflected waves from the complicated wave and
current fields. The effect of obliquely incident waves propa-
gating over a sloping beach on the analysis of wave reflection is
the focus of the present paper.
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Several methods were used to separate the wave train into the
incident and reflected waves for two-dimensional waves
propagating over a horizontal bed, and are presently used in
the laboratory as well as field for a variety of applications (e.g.
Goda and Suzuki, 1976; Mansard and Funke, 1980; Frigaard
and Brorsen, 1995; Suh et al., 2001; Lin and Huang, 2004; and
others). The above-mentioned methods provide the separation
of incident and reflected waves but are unable to strictly account
for waves traveling over a sloping beach. Errors in the reflection
for waves passing over a bed with arbitrary bathymetry may be
arisen, depending on wave conditions and bottom slope.
Baldock and Simmond's (1999) analysis indicated that the
errors in estimating reflection coefficients of a sloping bed are
small for the case of high wave reflection, but become large for
low wave reflection. They also noted that accounting for the
bathymetry variation significantly reduces the errors for
separating the amplitudes of local incident and reflected
waves. This is because when the probes are set on a sloping
bed for measurement, the wave properties such as the phase
velocity, wave profile and wavenumber are varied with water
depth and having shoaling and refraction effects rather than
waves propagate with a constant speed in the horizontal bed.
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A time-domain method for separating incident and reflected
waves on the horizontal bottom was first developed by Frigaard
and Brorsen (1995) and then modified by Baldock and
Simmond's (1999) to account for normally incident linear
waves over a bed with two-dimensional arbitrary bathymetry.
Linear wave shoaling is implemented to determine the wave
amplitude and phase changes between two measuring locations.
Chang and Hsu (2003) presents a frequency-domain method to
estimate incident and reflected waves for normally incident
waves propagating over a sloping beach. The wave reflection
coefficient is estimated using wave heights observed at two fixed
wave gauges with a distance. Chang (2002) proposed a three-
point method to compute the incident and reflected waves for
waves propagating over a sloping bed with normal incidence.
The main difference between these two methods lies in the point
that the former needs to know the incident wave amplitude in
prior but the latter doesn't. Both methods are applicable to
laboratory and field conditions in the frequency domain.

Despite the advantages of all methods described above,
theories are not available for the estimation of wave reflection
coefficient induced by obliquely incident waves. The existing
theories are based on two-dimensional wave shoaling across the
sloping beach with normal incidence. On natural beaches,
however, waves are often oblique incidence at deep water and
produce three-dimensional wave deformations such as shoaling,
refraction, diffraction and reflection. It is desirable to investigate
the effect of wave oblique incidence on wave reflection over a
sloping bed.
Fig. 1. Definition sketch of the coordina
In this paper, wave refraction obtained from linear wave
theory (LWT) is applied to develop a new three-point method
for the calculation of wave reflection of oblique incidence based
on the framework of Chang (2002). Comparisons are made to
validate the present theory using experiments, existing theories
and numerical simulations. Experiments were also conducted
on a large scale wave basin for obliquely incident waves
propagating over a submerged elliptic shoal resting on a sloping
bottom. Wave breaking and current effect are not considered in
the present study. The key parameters that influence the errors
of measurements, for example, in wave height, incident wave
angle and the spacing of three wave gauges on wave reflection
are discussed in a view point of engineering practice.

2. Theoretical formulation

The definition sketch of the coordinate system for three-
dimensional wave trains traveling over a sloping beach is shown
in Fig. 1. The origin of the coordinate is set on the shoreline.
The x-axis lying on the mean water level is perpendicular to a
straight shoreline and is positive in offshore direction, and the y-
axis is parallel to straight shoreline. Fig. 1 shows three probes
located at xb, xm, and xf, having separated distance of Δxb and
Δxf with respect to xm, respectively, where xm represents the
location of the probe placed on the central location between xb
and xf, xb is the location of the probe located on the onshore
direction and xf is the location of the probe located on the
offshore direction.
tes. (a) section view; (b) plane view.
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For a progressive wave obliquely incident from offshore
direction, the water surface elevation, η, can be decomposed into
a separation of the incoming wave elevation ηi and outgoing
wave elevation ηr in the form

g x; y; tð Þ ¼ gi þ gr

¼ ai cos
Z x

0
k cos h dxþ

Z y

0
k sin h dyþ xt þ ei

� �

þar cos
Z x

0
k cos h dx�

Z y

0
k sin h dy� xt þ er

� �

ð1Þ
where a is the wave amplitude, k the wavenumber, θ the
traveling wave angle, ɛ the phase shift, ω the angular frequency
and t the time. The subscripts “i” and “r” represent the incident
and reflected wave components, respectively.

Using trigonometric identities and rearranging Eq. (1) yield the
expression of three-dimensional wave amplitude at any point:

jgj ¼ ai 1þ R2 þ 2R cos 2
Z x

0
k cos h dxþ ei þ er

� �� �1
2

ð2Þ

in which R is the reflection coefficient defined by R= ∣ar/ai∣.
According to the definition, the value of R is within a range of
zero and one. The LWT describing the wave amplitude owing to
shoaling and refraction over an arbitrary depth is given by

ai ¼ a0 � ks � kr ð3Þ
where a0 is the incident wave amplitude at deep water, ks and kr
are the shoaling and refraction coefficients, respectively, and are
calculated by the following formula on the basis of LWT:

ks ¼ 2 cosh2kh
2khþ sinh 2kh

� �1=2

ð4Þ

kr ¼ 1� sin2h0
1� tanh2khsin2h0

� �1=4

ð5Þ

where h is themeanwater depth, and θ0 is the incident wave angle
at deep water. In Eqs. (4) and (5), we notice that Snell's law is
applied on a straight and parallel beach. As the variation in wave
angle due to refraction, it is reasonable, at least for practical
application, to assume that the alongshore changes of all variables
in the y direction are negligible.

The integral of the spatial phase function at the location xf in
Eq. (2) can be further expressed as
Z xf

0
k cos h dx ¼

Z xm

0
k cos h dxþ

Z xmþDxf

xm

k cos h dx

¼ Xm þ
Z xmþDxf

xm

k cos h dx ð6Þ

The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) accounts for
the accumulated spatial phase from the original point to the
central location xm, while the second term represents the phase
shift owing to spatial different from xm to xf. The integration of
Eq. (6) cannot be obtained analytically due to the fact that the
wavenumber and wave angle both vary with water depth in the
x direction. An alternative is to apply mean value theorem to
achieve the integration. The result is given by

Z xmþDxf

xm

k cos h dx

¼
Z xmþDxf

xm

k cos hþ d k cos hð Þ
dx

� �j
x¼xm

dx ð7Þ

Eq. (7) indicates that changes of the phase component kcosθ
between xm and xf are influenced by (k cos θ)m and d(k cos θ)/
dx at the location xm.

The derivative of kcosθ with respect to x can be completed
by means of the technique of chain rule, that is

d k cos hð Þ
dx

¼ d k cos hð Þ
dh

dh
dx

¼ cos h
dk
dh

þ k
d cos h
dh

� �
tan b ð8Þ

in which tan β=dh/dx is the local average bottom slope. The
derivatives of the wavenumber k and cosθ with respect to mean
water depth h can be readily obtained with the help of
dispersion relation as well as Snell's law, respectively. After
some algebraic manipulation, the resulting equations are given
by

dk
dh

¼ �2k2

2khþ sinh 2kh
ð9Þ

d cos h
dh

¼ �2sin2 h0k tanh
2kh

2khþ sinh 2khð Þcos h ð10Þ

Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (8) leads to the
following expression of the wavenumber gradient in the x
direction:

d k cos hð Þ
dx

¼ �2k2 tan b
2khþ sinh 2khð Þcos h ð11Þ

For the case of wave propagating with normal incidence over
arbitrary bathymetry, i.e. θ=θ0=0°, Eq. (11) reduces to

dk
dx

¼ �2k2 tan b
2khþ sinh 2kh

ð12Þ

Eq. (12) is identical to the result given by Chang (2002). For a
horizontal bottom, tan β=0, Eq. (11) is simplified to d(k cos θ)/
dx=0, indicating that waves propagating on a horizontal bottom
keep a constant wavenumber component along the traveling
direction. Referring to Eq. (7), this expression implies that the
phase shift only depends on the separated distance of two probes.
In deep water region, kh→∞, d(k cos θ)/dx becomes zero for
finite values of tan β and k, because the denominator of Eq. (11)
becomes infinite. This approximation indicates that the depth
variation in deep water region has little effect on the change
of wavenumber component in the x direction. In the shallow
water region, d(k cos θ)/dx goes to −k tan β/(2hcos θ) due to the
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approximation of sinh 2kh=2kh. This result shows that the
wavenumber component is significantly influenced by depth
variation in the shallow water region.

Substitution of Eqs. (3)–(11) into Eq. (2) results in the
expression of the wave amplitudes at locations xb, xm and xf,
respectively, as

jgjb ¼ a0ksbkrb 1þ R2 þ 2R cos a� abð Þ� �1
2 ð13Þ

jgjm ¼ a0ksmkrm 1þ R2 þ 2R cos a
� �1

2 ð14Þ

jgjf ¼ a0ksf krf 1þ R2 þ 2R cos aþ af
� 	� �1

2 ð15Þ

where

a ¼ 2Xm þ 2ei þ er ð16Þ

ab ¼ 2km cos hmDxb þ 2k2mDx
2
b tan b

2kmhm þ sinh 2kmhmð Þcos hm ð17Þ

af ¼ 2km cos hmDxf �
2k2mDx

2
f tan b

2kmhm þ sinh 2kmhmð Þcos hm ð18Þ

Eq. (16) represents an unknown phase to be determined by
means of closure forms. Eqs. (17) and (18) demonstrates that the
spatial phase shifts are arisen from the distance between two
wave gauges at xb and xf from the central one at xm, respectively.
The phase variations of Eqs. (17) and (18) consist of two parts:
(1) a monochromatic wave propagates over a horizontal bottom
with a constant speed for a distance Δxb or Δxf and (2) the
changes of wavenumber components due to variations of water
depth, bottom slope and wave direction.

When thewave amplitudes aremeasured by threewave gauges
for a given incident wave amplitude a0, wave period T and wave
angle θ0 propagating over a three-dimensional bathymetric
sloping beach, the reflection coefficient and spatial phase shift
can be determined from Eqs. (13), (14) and (15). There are three
unknowns involved in these three equations in a closure form by
Eqs. (16), (17) and (18). It is convenient to use two new
parameters to represent the ratio of the amplitude to the shoaling
and refraction at locations xb and xf, respectively, that are

B ¼ jgjbksmkrm
jgjmksbkrb

� �2

¼ 1þ R2 þ 2R cos a� abð Þ
1þ R2 þ 2R cos a

ð19Þ

F ¼ jgjf ksmkrm
jgjmksf krf

� �2

¼ 1þ R2 þ 2R cos aþ af
� 	

1þ R2 þ 2R cos a
ð20Þ

Since the values of the wave amplitudes calculated from
shoaling and refraction coefficients are known in prior in Eqs.
(19) and (20). This provides a direct way to estimate the phase
shift α and reflection coefficient R after some algebraic
manipulation. The resulting equations are written in the form

a ¼ tan�1 B� F þ 1� Bð Þ cos af � 1� Fð Þcos ab
1� Bð Þ sin af þ 1� Fð Þsin ab

� �
ð21Þ

R ¼
B cos a� cos a� abð ÞF

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B cos a� cos a� abð Þ½ �2 � 1� Bð Þ2

q
1� B

ð22Þ
or

R ¼
Fcos a� cos aþ af

� 	
F

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fcos a� cos aþ af

� 	� �2 � 1� Fð Þ2
q

1� F
ð23Þ

In Eqs. (22) and (23), we note that the reflection coefficient is
reasonable if the root square value is always positive and the
minus sign should be dropped off as the value of R is negative.

According to Eq. (15), the amplitude of incident and
reflected waves at arbitrary water depth with oblique incidence
can be estimated, respectively, by the following equations:

ai ¼
jgf j

1þ R2 þ 2R cos aþ af
� 	� �1

2

ð24Þ

ar ¼ ai � R ð25Þ

3. Limiting and restriction cases

3.1. Reflection on the sloping bottom with normal incidence

In the case of normally incident waves, i.e. θ0=θ=0°, there
is no refraction and the refraction coefficient becomes kr=1.
The key parameters in Eqs. (17)–(20) are simplified as

ab ¼ 2kmDxþ 2k2mDx
2 tan b

2kmhm þ sinh 2kmhm
ð26Þ

af ¼ 2kmDx� 2k2mDx
2 tan b

2kmhm þ sinh 2kmhm
ð27Þ

B ¼ jgjbksm
jgjmksb

� �2

¼ 1þ R2 þ 2R cos a� abð Þ
1þ R2 þ 2R cos a

ð28Þ

F ¼ jgjf ksm
jgjmksf

� �2

¼ 1þ R2 þ 2R cos aþ af
� 	

1þ R2 þ 2R cos a
ð29Þ
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Notably, Eqs. (26)–(29) are of the same form as the method
provided by Chang (2002). It is evident that the present method
can be applied to the case of wave propagation over the arbitrary
bathymetry with normal incidence.

3.2. Reflection over a horizontal bed with oblique incidence

When wave train propagates over a horizontal bottom, the
wavenumber and wave propagating direction remain constant.
For this case, tan β=0, ks=kr=1, and Eqs. (16)–(18) can there-
fore be reduced as

a ¼ 2km xb þ Dxbð Þcos hm þ 2ei þ er ð30Þ

ab ¼ 2kmDxb cos hm ð31Þ

af ¼ 2kmDxf cos hm ð32Þ
Using Eqs. (30)–(32), Eqs. (13)–(15) are rewritten as

jgjb ¼ a0 1þ R2 þ 2R cos 2kmxb cos hm þ 2ei þ erð Þ� �1
2 ð33Þ

jgjm ¼ a0 1þ R2 þ 2R cos 2km xb þ Dxbð Þcoshm þ 2ei þ er½ �� �1
2

ð34Þ
jgjf ¼ a0 1þ R2 þ 2R cos 2km xb þ Dxb þ Dxf

� 	
cos hm þ 2ei þ er

� �� �1
2

ð35Þ

It is noted that Eqs. (33)–(35) are consistent with the
expressions proposed by Isaacson (1991). His method uses
three fixed probes measuring three wave heights to avoid the
need of measuring the phase shift between the gauges.
According to Eq. (21), we note that the value of α is determined
by B, F, αb and αf. Therefore, this comparison confirms that
the present model can be successfully applied to the case of
wave obliquity on a horizontal bottom to estimate the reflection
coefficient.

3.3. Restriction of the theory

An inspection of Eqs. (17) and (18) reveals that the phase
shifts αb and αf turn out to be infinite and fail to compute the
reflection coefficient if the wave angle θ is equal to 90°. This
case means that when the wave trains propagate along the
straight shoreline the reflection coefficient cannot be estimated
by the present method. However, it is interesting to note that the
transmitted waves are zero in this case, i.e. the transmission
coefficient T̃=0 and this condition leads to a limiting case of
the reflection coefficient R=1 based on energy conservation
law.

The other restriction of the present theory is that the
denominator of Eqs. (21)–(23) becomes zero for B=F=1. By
applying Eqs. (19) and (20), we then come up with this situation
satisfying the following constraint:

cos a� abð Þ ¼ cos a ¼ cos aþ af
� 	 ð36Þ
Substituting Eq. (36) into Eqs. (17) and (18), we get

Dxb þ Dxf ¼ np
kmcoshm

� 2nkm tan b

2kmhm þ sinh2kmhmð Þcos h2m
Dx2b � Dx2f

 �

¼ nLm
2cos hm

� 2np tan b

Lm 2kmhm þ sinh 2kmð Þcosh2m
Dx2b � Dx2f

 �

ð37Þ
where Lm is the wavelength at the location xm and n is an integer.
Eq. (37) indicates that the reflection coefficient cannot be
estimated for the case when the spatial distance between two
onshore and offshore wave gauges at a horizontal bottom is an
integer multiple of half the wavelength at the central location. If
the spacing of every two probes is the same, i.e. Δxb=Δxf=Δx,
Eq. (37) is thus simplified asΔx=nLm/4cosθm. This result means
that the reflection coefficient fails to estimate for the situation that
the probe spacing is set to be an integermultiple of one quarter of a
wavelength. For an arbitrary bathymetry, Eq. (37) provides a
restriction criterion for preventing singularities in the estimation
of the reflection coefficient.
4. EEMSE wave model

An evolution equation of mild slope equation (EEMSE)
developed by Hsu and Wen (2000; 2001) is utilized to describe
wave transformation from deep water and shallow water for a
rapidly varying bathymetry. The governing equation of EEMSE
is given by

� 2xi
CCg

A/
At

¼ j2
h/þ k2c/ ð38Þ

where

k2c ¼ k2 �j2
h

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CCg

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CCg

p þ
f1gj2

hhþ f2 jhhð Þ2gk
h i

CCg
ð39Þ

is the pseudo wavenumber; i ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�1
p

is the unit complex
number; C and Cg are phase and group velocity, respectively; ϕ
is the velocity potential; ▿h=(∂/∂x, ∂/∂y) is the horizontal
gradient operator, g is the gravitational acceleration; f1 and f2
are coefficients representing the effects of the bottom curvature
and bottom slope-squared on wave transformations and are
given, respectively, by

f1 khð Þ ¼ �4kh cosh khþ sinh 3khþ sinh khþ 8 khð Þ2sinh kh
8cosh3kh 2khþ sinh2khð Þ

� kh tanh kh

2cosh2kh
ð40Þ

f2 khð Þ ¼ sech2kh

6 2khþ sinh2khð Þ3 ½8 khð Þ4þ16 khð Þ3sinh2kh
�9sinh22kh cosh 2khþ12kh 1þ2sinh4kh

� 	
khþ sinh 2khð Þ�

ð41Þ

The radiation boundary conditions are employed in EEMSE
to reduce the reflection of waves traveling back into the



Fig. 2. Comparisons of reflection and transmission coefficients for waves
obliquely propagating over a submerged breakwater. (a) kh=1.5, w/h=0.5, d/h=
0.5; (b) kh=1.5, w/h=1.0, d/h=0.75.
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computational domain due to artificial boundaries. These
conditions are specified along the border of a study domain as
follows.

A/
Ax

¼ F �1ð Þmia1k cos h /þ 2iki cos h /i; onF x direction

ð42Þ
Fig. 3. Comparisons of reflection coefficients on the transmission of oblique
waves over a shelf.
A/
Ay

¼ F �1ð Þmia1k sin h /þ 2iki sin h /i; onF y direction

ð43Þ
where α1= (1−R)/(1+R) is the absorption coefficient, and the
subscript “i” denotes a physical quantity at the given boundary.
The above boundary conditions are specified for the following
cases: (1) a full reflection, /i=0, m=0 and α1=0; (2) a partial
reflection condition, /i=0, m=0 and 0bα1b1; (3) the given
boundary conditions, /i is given, m=1 and α=1. Details of the
EEMSE subject to the radiation boundary conditions are
referred to Li (1994) and Hsu and Wen (2000, 2001). In the
model, the total water surface elevation can be obtained from
the velocity potential which was solved from Eq. (38) subject to
Eqs. (42) and (43). It is convenient to represent the surface
elevation η in terms of η=Aeis, where A is the wave amplitude
and s is the phase function. The approaching wave angle is
unknown on the boundary but can be calculated based on the
framework of ADI scheme, that is

h ¼ tan�1 As=Ay
As=Ax

� �
ð44Þ

The EEMSE has the advantage to allow obliquely incident
waves propagating with a large angle close to the boundary
without using approximations to a certain order. The numerical
tests of Hsu and Wen (2000, 2001) show that the EEMSE can
calculate wide incident wave angle of θ=80° with reflection in
an artificial domain. The EEMSE is used in order to estimate
wave amplitudes of waves obliquely propagating over a plane
beach to estimate wave reflection and wave profile in the
computational domain. With these wave amplitudes distribution
in the computational domain, the reflection coefficients at
arbitrary locations can be calculated by means of the present
theory.
5. Model verifications

5.1. Comparison with theoretical solutions

To examine the validity of the present method, a theoretical
solution presented by Abul-Azm (1994) for monochromatic
oblique waves incident upon a submerged breakwater on a
horizontal sea bed is used to compare the reflection and
transmission coefficients. In their theoretical solution, the
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eigenfunction expansion method is implemented to estimate the
velocity potential around an impermeable submerged breakwa-
ter. The velocity potential combined with the matching
conditions and the structural boundary condition is employed
to determine the reflection and transmission coefficients.

Here two typical cases were selected to verify the results on
the estimation of wave reflection, in which dimensionless pa-
rameters are (1)kh=1.5, w/h=0.5 and d/h=0.5, and (2)kh=1.5,
w/h=1.0 and d/h=0.75, where w and d are the width and height
of the breakwater, respectively. The wave field is calculated
using EEMSE in order to estimate the reflection coefficient by
Eqs. (19)–(22).

The effect of the incident wave angle θ0 on the reflection
and transmission coefficients is shown in Fig. 2 for these two
cases. We notice that the present results are in a fairly good
agreement with the theoretical approximations obtained by
Abul-Azm (1994) and Yueh et al. (1997) and Chen et al.
Fig. 4. A plane and section views of a wave basin with a submerge ellipt
(2002) in which wave amplitude is calculated by boundary
element method (BEM). It is also worthwhile to note that the
reflection coefficient R is approaching a critical value, with a
corresponding increase in transmission coefficient T̃=1 at
some values of incident wave angle. According to the theory
of wave energy conservation, as the wave travels parallel to
the breakwater, the transmitted waves are zero and conse-
quently the reflection coefficient R becomes unity. This result
has been shown by many researchers (e.g. Dalrymple et al.,
1991).

he comparison is also made for the case of waves
transmitting over a step in an oblique incidence. Rhee (1997)
addressed the first-and second-order solutions using an integral
equation associated with a finite-depth Green's function. Fig. 3
demonstrates a typical example of the first-order solution of the
reflection coefficients for depth ratios h2/h1=1/10 and 1/2 for
different incident wave angles, where h1 and h2 are mean water
ic shoal resting on a sloping beach. (a) plane view; (b) section view.



Fig. 5. Distributions of measuring points by wave gauges.
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depths at deep and shallow water regions, respectively. It is
found that the results of the present theory agree well with the
analytical solution provided by Rhee (1997). The values of R
Fig. 6. A comparison of wave patterns around the elliptic shoal. (a) θ0=
appear to be sensitive when the wave undergoes a larger wave
angle incidence. The value of the reflection coefficient increases
with the increase of traveling wave angle.

5.2. Experimental verification

A large-scale experiment was conducted in a wave basin for
waves propagating over an impermeable submerged elliptic
shoal resting on a sloping bottom with oblique incidence. This
experiment was carried out in the laboratory of National Taiwan
Ocean University (NTOU), Taiwan. As shown in Fig. 4, a three-
dimensional wave basin has a dimension of 50 m wide, 50 m
long and 1 m deep. The experimental conditions for both
normally and inclinedly incident waves are varied by turning
the connected wave boards. The wave profiles were driven by
inclinedly and normally long crested waves which are generated
by a snake-type wavemaker by turning the needed direction.
The beach was carefully constructed by concrete with straight
and parallel contours having an angle of 15° with shoreline and
a bottom slope of 1/40. All experimental data were taken at the
center area of the test zone.
15°, H0=3.54 cm, T=1.25 s; (b)θ0=30°, H0=3.54 cm, T=1.25 s.
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Berkhoff et al.'s (1982) elliptic shoal was placed at the center
of test area. The water depth outside the slope is 0.45 m and the
water depth on the sloping bed is expressed as

hs ¼ 0:025 18� xð Þ
zs ¼ 0:325

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x� 12ð Þ=2:5½ �2 � y� 14:53ð Þ=4½ �2

q
h ¼ 0:45� hs for hs z zs
h ¼ 0:45� zs for hs V zs

g ; 9:5m V x V 14:5m
10:53m V y V 18:53m

h ¼ x=40; otherwise ð45Þ
where x and y denote a local coordinate system and the center of
the shoal is located at x=12 m and y=14.53 m. The definition
sketch of the coordinate system is presented in Figs. 4 and 5.

The shoal acts as lens and focuses for incoming wave energy
into a strong convergence zone. Six comprehensive test cases
were conducted. The incident wave conditions at deep water
depth are varied in the conditions of H0=3.30 cm, T=10 s and
H0=3.54 cm, T=1.25 s for incident wave angles θ0=0°; 15°
and 30°, respectively. All the experimental conditions are
produced by turning the board of the snake-type wavemaker in
which the coordinate system is rotated 15° in the clockwise
direction relative to the Cartesian system.

Two wave walls were used in both lateral boundaries to
guide waves propagating from deep water to shallow water
smoothly in incident obliquities. Wave profiles were intensively
Fig. 7. A comparison of wave patterns in different
measured by 44 capacity-type wave gauges which were set up
in four cross-shore arrays around the vicinity of the shoal and
moving to measure the different sectional wave profile as
illustrated in Fig. 5. The measured wave amplitudes were
obtained by using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) from the
signals of water surface elevation. Wave height pattern and
wave reflection coefficient were computed based on experi-
mental data. The resulting wave pattern around the elliptic shoal
is thus calculated by EEMSE and compared with experiments.
Six sections X01–X03 and Y01–Y03 (see Fig. 5) were selected
to calculate wave amplitudes and reflection coefficients from
numerical simulation and experiment.

Fig. 6 depicts the comparison of wave deformation due to the
combined refraction, diffraction and reflection. It is noted that
both the acoustic behind the shoal and the reflection in front of
the shoal are quite similar. This result confirms that the present
theory is applicable to account for wave reflection in inclined
incidence. The normalized wave amplitudes along sections
X01–X03 and Y01–Y03 are shown in Fig. 7. In comparison
with the experimental data, the results of the present method are
applicable to reproduce the wave patterns over an elliptic shoal.
Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the reflection coefficient in front
of the shoal along the center line of the shoal (Y02) calculated
from experimental data and numerical simulations. It is seen
sections for θ0=30°, H0=3.54 cm, T=1.25 s.



Fig. 8. A comparison of wave reflection coefficient at the center line in front of the elliptic shoal.
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that the present method provides reasonable reflection coeffi-
cients when compared with experiments. Two results are quite
close.

6. Model applications

6.1. Booij's ramp

The present method is applied to the case of linear ramp
tested by Booij (1983) to examine the accuracy and valid range
for the estimation of wave reflection. Numerical computations
were made for the wave propagation over a plane slope with
different inclinations as well as oblique incidences. The EEMSE
and BEM model are also utilized to calculate reflected wave
profiles and wave reflection coefficients by means of the present
theory. The results are also compared to the numerical results of
BEM by Chen et al. (2002) and finite element method (FEM) by
Suh et al. (1997) for normally incident waves.

Fig. 9 illustrates the scattering of planar waves incident
obliquely on a one-third depth which is designed by Booij
(1983). The water depth is reduced by a factor of 1/3 across a
plane sloping section. The bathymetry of the ramp is given by

h ¼ h1 � h1 � h2
b

x ¼ h1 � tan b x ð46Þ

where b is the width of the plane slope (see Fig. 9). Computations
are performed by changing the value of b according to the
following conditions.

h2
h1

¼ 1
3
;
x2h1
g

¼ 0:6 ð47Þ

Changing the value of b means that the bottom slope is
varied in the computations. The wave angle is also varied with
three different values θ=0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 70° and 80° for
obliquely incident waves.

Fig. 10 demonstrates that using the present method could
provide the reflection coefficients that are close to those
obtained from FEM of Suh et al. (1997) for normally incident
waves. In Fig. 10, the reflection coefficient R plotted against the



Fig. 9. Computational domain for waves propagating over a plane slope with oblique incidence.
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slope tan β is compared with the results obtained from the
amplitude profiles calculated by BEM. It is interesting to note
that the present results show good agreement with the solution
of BEM. The influence of the incident wave angle on the
reflection coefficient R for different values of bottom slope is
also presented in Fig. 10. It is evident that the value of R
generally decreases as incident angle θ0 increases, and again R
increases with the further increase of θ0, as the incident angle
equals 90° the full reflection coefficient is R=1. At the same
values of θ0, R will be decreased and ramped for some mild-
slope bottoms. The tendency of reflection coefficient R against
incident wave angle θ0 is consistent with previous analytical
solutions of Rhee (1997).

Fig. 11 illustrates the wave amplitude profiles for waves
propagating over the Booij's ramp with different obliquities.
The results of BEM are also shown for comparison. We note
that the partial standing waves are produced and the relative
wave amplitudes vary as an envelope in the wave propagation
direction. Changes of wave amplitude near the shallow water
depth h2 are larger than those near the deep water depth h1 for
θ0b60°. This is mainly caused by the combined effect of
shoaling, refraction and reflection. Notably the separation of a
wave train into the incident and reflected waves is based on
accurate wave amplitude profiles provided by numerical results
Fig. 10. Reflection coefficients as functions of a plane slope and incidence angle
θ at water depth h1.
or laboratory and field data. The good agreement between
EEMSE and BEM supports the applicability of the present
method to account for wave reflection.

To have a better understanding of wave reflection over a
plane beach, the reflection coefficients along the sloping bed
with a distance of 6 m of Booij's ramp are estimated using the
present theory. Both EEMSE and BEM are implemented to
compute wave amplitude profiles along the sloping beach.
Fig. 12 shows the calculated reflection coefficient for a beach
slope tan β=1/15 and different incident wave angles. As ex-
pected, the present method gives wave reflection coefficients
obtained from EEMSE that follow the results of BEM. The
combined effect of arbitrary bathymetry on wave shoaling,
refraction and reflection for obliquely incident waves is
compared. From Fig. 12, it is found that linear shoaling and
refraction introduce much greater changes of reflected waves.
The ramp of reflection coefficient becomes noticeable as the
incident wave angle increases (θ0b60°). For θ0N60°, a larger
incident wave angle would produce a smaller ramp.

6.2. Sensitivity tests

In practical measurements made in the laboratory or in the
field, some errors from measurement, equipment and calcula-
tion of shoaling and refraction may be happened. These tolerant
errors could make a deviation of estimated wave reflection from
Fig. 11. Wave amplitude distribution of Booij's ramp for tan β=0.066.
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the accurate reflection. For convenience, LWT is employed in
the theory to compute shoaling and refraction coefficients
which may not be useful in shallow water region where the
nonlinear effect becomes important. In a strict sense, it is
desirable to use nonlinear theory to obtain a more accurate
reflection coefficient of waves propagating over a sloping
bottom with oblique incidence. Errors could occur when
computing wave shoaling and refraction to estimate the
reflection coefficient by means of LWT in real applications at
shallow water depth. In general the tolerable errors are required
within 3% in engineering practice. The aim of the sensitivity test
is to check sensitivities of the wave reflection by assuming
overestimate or underestimate the value of B and F measured
from three wave gauges or calculated from shoaling and
refraction. For the frequency-domain method, signal noises are
not included in the error analysis.

There are totally four combinations for the values of B and F
under the assumptions of over-and under-estimated for error
tests. A set of input parameters of T=8 s, tan β=1/10 and
θ0=0°, 30°, 60° are chosen to examine the validity of the present
method in which the wave steepness is selected very small to
avoid wave breaking on the sloping bottom. The relative water
depth is varies from deep water (k0x=35, k0h=1.1π) to shallow
water (k0x=k0h=0).

Fig. 13 shows the estimated wave reflections calculated from
Eq. (22) when observed wave amplitudes, the spacings of three
probes and the erroneous estimation of shoaling and refraction
from LWT result in the values of both B and F being
overestimated or underestimated by an error of 3% for a mild-
slope bottom. In the figure, a relative error of Er=(Rp−R)/R is
used to evaluate the deviation of the test, where Rp denotes the
predicted wave reflection coefficient by an error 3% of the
measurement or calculation. It is noted that the relative error Er

is beneath 15% at intermediate water depth and becomes larger
(ErN15%) when k0xb2. This result indicates that the estimated
Fig. 12. Reflection coefficients of obliquely incident waves propagating over a
sloping beach of tan β=1/15. The definition sketch of the plane slope with
oblique incidence is given in Fig. 9.

Fig. 13. Relative errors of computed reflection coefficients with overestimated
and underestimated conditions of B and F. (a) θ0=0°; (b) θ0=30°; θ0=60°.
wave reflection coefficient deviates from the specified value by
an error of 15% for k0h≤0.2 (tan β=1/10) in the shallow water
region. We notice that the nonlinear effect becomes significant
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in this region. Fig. 13 shows that the relative errors are smaller
at deep water depth than that in the intermediate water depth.
This is because LWT is valid in the deep water region.
Fig. 14. Relative errors of computed incident wave amplitudes with over-
estimated and underestimated conditions of B and F. (a) θ0=0°; (b) θ0=30°;
θ0=60°.
For the same input conditions, the relative errors of the
estimated incident wave amplitudes are shown in Fig. 14. It is
noted that the predicted wave amplitudes at intermediate water
depth demonstrate a slight deviation, which is around 15% from
the specified value. Fig. 14 also presents the same results with
Fig. 13. A comparison of Figs. 13 and 14 reveals that the errors
of wave amplitude are arisen from measurements or calcula-
tions, LWT may have significant influence on the estimation of
the wave reflection coefficient and separation of incident and
reflected waves.

7. Conclusions

A three-point method in frequency domain for separating
incident and reflected waves is proposed in this paper to account
for obliquely monochromatic incident wave propagating over a
sloping beach. The wave reflection coefficient is estimated by
using three wave amplitudes (or wave heights) measured by
three fixed wave gauges with equal or unequal spacings. Linear
wave theory of shoaling and refraction is employed to
determine the wave amplitude and phase shift due to variations
of the bathymetry. Current effect and wave breaking are not
considered in the present formulation.

Some reducing formulations from the present method are
also given to the limiting cases of the oblique incidence over a
horizontal bed and normal incidence over a sloping beach. The
results show that the present method is identical to the theories
proposed by Isaacson (1991) and Chang (2002). Comprehen-
sive comparisons between the predicted reflection coefficients
obtained by the theoretical solutions of Abul-Azm (1994) and
Rhee (1997) are made to show the present method having a high
capability of separating reflected and incident waves over a
horizontal bed in oblique incidence. Theoretical analysis
provides the limitation of probe spacing that avoids singularity
in the calculation of the wave reflection in obliquity.

The performance of the present method for the cases of
oblique wave reflections from a submerged shoal resting over a
sloping beach and the linear ramp studied by Booij (1983) was
tested. The computed results provide good agreement with
those of FEM by Suh et al. (1997) and BEM by Chen et al.
(2002). The effect of the bathymetry is also accounted for errors
in the resulting analysis depending on the wave conditions,
wave angles and beach slopes.

Further numerical results of wave profiles for estimating
wave reflection coefficients for the submerged breakwater are
presented to show the effect of different incidence wave angles
θ0 and changes of the height of the submerged breakwater d/h
on the reflected waves. It is found that the reflection R decreases
with the increase of θ0, but at some critical value of θc, R will
be equal to zero, with a corresponding increase in transmission
coefficient T̃. As θ0 is larger than θc, a general increase in R is
found.

This approach presents an extension to an existing two-
dimensional wave separating technique using three-point
method proposed by Chang (2002). The present method is
principally applicable to both laboratory and field conditions.
The wave amplitude profiles and reflection coefficients along al
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sloping beach are also presented and discussed. The relative
importance of the beach slope and incident wave angle for the
estimation of wave reflection coefficient along a sloping beach
is investigated. The combined effect of bathymetry and obli-
quity on wave shoaling, refraction and reflection for obliquely
incident waves is compared. A sensitivity test demonstrates the
validity of the present method for predicting the wave reflection
coefficient for possible errors of measurements on the wave
amplitudes and the distance spacing between two probes and
calculations of wave shoaling and refraction. It is concluded that
the correct observation and estimation of shoaling and
refraction of wave amplitude of two probes and proper set up
of the spacing of two neighboring probes are important factors
on computing wave reflection.
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